We present a nonparametric Bayesian model for completing low-rank, positive semidefinite matrices. Given an N × N matrix with underlying rank r, and noisy measured values and missing values with a symmetric pattern, the proposed Bayesian hierarchical model nonparametrically uncovers the underlying rank from all positive semidefinite matrices, and completes the matrix by approximating the missing values. We analytically derive all posterior distributions for the fully conjugate model hierarchy and discuss variational Bayes and MCMC Gibbs sampling for inference, as well as an efficient measurement selection procedure. We present results on a toy problem, and a music recommendation problem, where we complete the kernel matrix of 2,250 pieces of music.
INTRODUCTION
Recent discoveries regarding compressible signals are having a significant impact on engineering research. For example, research on compressive sensing [8] has shown that signals which have sparse representations in some basis can be perfectly reconstructed from fewer samples than Nyquist sampling requires. Similarly, recent research on low-rank matrices, which have sparse representations in an SVD or eigenbasis, has shown that perfect interpolation of missing values can be achieved using only a subset of matrix entries [4] [5] .
Though the problem of matrix completion is not new [11] , advances in computational resources and an abundance of data have made this problem highly relevant and practical for large-scale implementation, as seen in the recent Netflix competition [4] . In this paper, we present a Bayesian model for completing positive semidefinite matrices and apply this model to another data-intensive problem. Specifically, we consider a music recommendation problem, where music pieces are recommended based on kernel values that are calculated using a distance measure, d(M i , M j ), between models M i and M j built separately on each piece of music. This distance may be expensive to calculate, and as the number of pieces, N , increases, the number of these distances, N (N + 1)/2, increases rapidly.
Recent matrix completion theory uses the fact that a positive semidefinite matrix of rank r < N has only Nr − r(r − 1)/2 degrees of freedom, which can be seen by finding the eigendecomposition of the symmetric matrix X ∈ R N ×N ,
where Q ∈ R N ×r is an orthonormal matrix of eigenvectors and Λ ∈ R r×r is a diagonal matrix of positive eigenvalues. Therefore, while the number of distances scales as O(N 2 ), the number of degrees of freedom scales as O(N ). In this case, it has been proven that only a subset of the N (N + 1)/2 values in X needs to be measured in order to perfectly reconstruct the entire matrix with high probability [5] .
Let the set of indices of these measured values be,
noting that if (i, j) ∈ Ω, then (j, i) ∈ Ω and x ji = x ij . Then for the noiseless case, using a nuclear norm minimizing algorithm (in which r is not predefined), the term
Λ ii can be minimized and the values in Q and Λ approximated subject to (QΛQ T ) ij = x ij for all (i, j) ∈ Ω. The entire matrix can then be completed using the learned Q and Λ, where only the first r diagonal elements of Λ are nonzero. Results for noisy data have also been presented [6] .
In this paper, we present a nonparametric Bayesian model that is designed to achieve this same end. The model is nonparametric in that, though it is defined over all positive semidefinite matrices, it seeks a low-rank representation that accurately approximates the measured data. This Bayesian formulation has a few advantages over other optimization approaches. For example, preset penalization terms in convex optimization algorithms become noise variance terms in the Bayesian formulation, and are readily handled with noninformative prior distributions. Also, we are able to derive a variance-based active learning method for efficiently selecting which distances to calculate. This arises as a natural product of the probabilistic, Bayesian framework, and is in contrast with the abilities of other proposed models [1] [14] .
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We present the model in Section 2, discuss inference and active measurement selection in Section 3. We then show results on toy data, and a kernel matrix completion problem for music recommendation in Section 4. We conclude the paper in Section 5.
A KERNEL MATRIX COMPLETION MODEL
We motivate the following model by rewriting equation (1) and incorporating the symmetric noise matrix E ∈ R N ×N ,
where we have defined
We notice in this representation that the N − r zero terms along the extended diagonal of Λ enforce a sparsity pattern in the rows of Φ that is shared by all columns. We therefore define our prior to enforce this phenomenon, and also note that we relax the orthogonality condition imposed by Q. The resulting hierarchical structure is given below,
The sparseness of this model, as motivated by (3), is manifested in the set of precision parameters, {α n } N n=1 , which shrink elements from φ by allowing α , the sparseness pattern is shared as well. This method of automatic relevance determination (ARD) is used for similar ends in other Bayesian models [3] .
In the next section, we provide posterior calculations for all parameters, which will allow for MCMC or variational inference (we focus on the latter). However, from a MAP perspective, we observe that the objective function to be maximized is the following,
where we use the notation Ω i≤j to indicate all elements in Ω for which i ≤ j. For variational Bayesian (VB) inference [2] , we observe that, for a parameter of interest (say φ k ), expectations of all parameters or functions in (9) excluding φ k are taken with respect to their most recent posterior distributions, and the result is exponentiated and normalized to find the updated distribution of φ k .
BAYESIAN INFERENCE
We present analytical posterior update equations for the model and discuss active learning [7] for efficient measurement selection. We note that for MCMC Gibbs sampling [9] , samples are drawn in an iterative manner from the posterior distributions below. For VB inference, the expectations are taken of all statistics given in the posterior updates. In the update equations, we use the notation 1{·} to represent the indicator function.
Posterior Calculations
When (k, k) ∈ Ω, this requires an approximation since the vector φ k appears as a statistic in its own posterior distribution. We make this approximation by using the posterior distribution of φ k from the previous iteration to calculate this statistic value.
Using a conjugate gamma prior, the posterior distribution of α n is Gamma(a n , b n ), with
where φ k (n) is the n th element in the vector φ k . The parameter b can be set to a small number (e.g., 10 −6 ). We do not have space to give an in depth discussion of the parameter a, but note that to encourage shrinkage (α −1 n → 0), it should be set to a larger value (unlike the RVM [3] ). For example, we set this value using a function of the matrix size, a = N , where is a small number, such as = 0.05.
the parameters c, d can be set to small values (e.g., 10 −6 ), which limits their impact on model inference.
Active Learning for Efficient Measurement Selection
Given that X contains only a subset of entries, we next examine which are the best entries to calculate [7] . We discuss a sequential procedure whereby matrix entries are added to X and model parameters updated. For a given variational posterior approximation, the estimate of x ij for each (i, j) ∈ Ω is x ij ≈ φ T i φ j . Using the posterior distributions of these φ vectors, we can find which predictions we are the least confident in by calculating the variance of each estimate. This equals,
For efficient model building, each step of the model learning process can introduce M new matrix entries corresponding to the M indices, (i, j) ∈ Ω, i ≤ j, that have the largest predictive variances as calculated by (16). We make the same approximation as in (10) when i = j, where we use distributions from consecutive iterations for each φ i . Since the model has converged, this results in 2μ
However, for kernels where the diagonal is known to equal one in advance, this approximation is not needed.
Discussion of Model Inference
Due to space limitations, we only briefly discuss inference. Specifically, we discuss additional tricks that can be used to significantly accelerate model learning. First, we note that, for variational inference, the expectation of terms such as
By approximating the full covariance matrix, Σ j , as a diagonal matrix, the matrix inversion lemma can be used to invert (10) , which reduces the inverted matrix dimension from N to the number of measurements along row k (when updating φ k ), a significantly smaller number. The posterior Σ k is still a full covariance matrix, which is then used in calculating (11) . For Gibbs sampling, this issue does not arise because we possess sample values for all parameters. However, as MCMC is a nondeterministic sampling method, it requires far more iterations than the deterministic VB approach, and thus more time for inference. Also, dimensions can be pruned from the model during inference when α −1 n falls below a small threshold.
APPLICATIONS

Toy Data
We consider the same toy problem as in Sec. 7 of [4] . We generate the matrix Φ t ∈ R r×N by sampling iid standard normal entries. The true noisless matrix is X t = Φ T t Φ t , from which we sample m unique values at random to form the incomplete matrix, X. The reconstructed matrixX = Φ T Φ is declared "perfectly reconstructed" if X − X t F / X t F < 10 −3 , where F is the Frobenius norm of a matrix and Φ is the posterior expectation of this matrix. Figure 1 displays the probability of perfect reconstruction averaged over 50 trials as a function of m and r for N = 40, 50. We note that the missing values are perfectly imputed only when the underlying rank is correctly inferred. Our algorithm performs competitively with [4] , and slightly better in the low-measurement, low-rank scenarios, which is the regime of interest for this paper. We initialize Φ using a non-sparse, ML algorithm derived for this purpose. We initialize {α n } N n=1 empirically using this Φ and initialize σ 2 = 10 −6 .
A Music Recommendation Problem
We consider a music recommendation problem where recommendations are based on values in a kernel. 1 We use the data from [13] , where a Gaussian kernel for 2,250 pieces of music, split evenly between the rock, jazz and classical genres, was constructed using a distance measure between HMMs built on their respective, quantized MFCC features. The distance measure was time-consuming, since it required sampling, and the kernel required approximately 13 hours to calculate.
Because the diagonal of the true kernel, X t , is known to be one a priori, we initialize the incomplete matrix, X, to have this diagonal and sample m unique values from the remaining N X = N (N − 1)/2 locations, followed by low-rank approximation. In Figure 1 , we show the eigenvalues of X t to verify that the underlying matrix is low-rank. We normalize these values by N to show how the output of the parameters {α n } N n=1 can be interpreted as representing these values, again motivating the sparse prior. 
In Figure 3 , we show the RMSE of the interpolated values as a function of measurement number, m. We compare with two algorithms [12] : (i) a greedy algorithm that adds row r to Φ by minimizing the residual given all previous rows,X (r) , and (ii) an incremental minimum MSE algorithm (iMMSE) that gradually increases the rows of Φ, but updates values of all dimensions. Objective functions are given below.
Both algorithms require a stopping criterion, such as the squared error magnitude divided by the squared magnitude of the values being approximated. We show results for different stopping thresholds in Figure 3 , none of which perform as well as the proposed algorithm. We also show the learned rank and the sum of the variances along each dimension of Φ, an approximation of the nuclear norm of the learned matrix. For measurement selection, we introduce M = 25, 000 unique values at a time and use the above greedy algorithm to add 25 additional dimensions to the output of the previous model for initialization. The proposed model was then run to prune away dimensions and update all parameters. In general, we have found that using the greedy algorithm provides a good initialization. We also observe that the proposed model is closely related to the iMMSE algorithm [10] . Where the iMMSE algorithm iteratively updates a set of least squares solutions (one for each φ k ) with a gradually increasing rank that is sensitive to the stopping threshold, the proposed model updates a set of 2 -regularized least squares solutions with a shrinking rank that is learned by the algorithm and, we have found, is fairly robust to hyperparameter setting.
CONCLUSION
We have presented a nonparametric Bayesian model for the completion of low-rank, positive semidefinite matrices. Through a sparseness-promoting prior, this model approximates, and often finds the underlying rank of an incomplete matrix, and accurately interpolates the missing values. This approach can save time when distance calculation for a kernel is computationally expensive; inference required approximately 30 minutes for the problem considered. Existing least squares fitting algorithms can be used for initialization, which can further reducing inference time. For example, when pruning dimensions for which α −1 n is less than a preset threshold (e.g. 10 −4 ) during inference, the algorithm can begin inference with fewer than the maximum of N dimensions, yet more than the ultimately inferred rank of the matrix.
